
"BILLS OF MORTALITY.' 

To the Editor of The Indian Medical Gazette. 

gIK Beyond an occasional comment, usually of a sarcastic 
nature anent the large number of deaths attributed to fever, 
the bills of mortality published from all large important 
Indian cities excite little interest except with the medical 

profession and a few zealous Patres Gonscripti, City Fathers, 
who are genuinely keen on matters of sanitation and measures 
for preserving the health of their fellow-citizens. The follow- 

ing extracts, however, from the death returns of Edinburgh in 
the year 1746 may alford amusement to the general reader 

and surprise members of the II. A. M. C. and I. M. S. by the 
pvtraordinarv diseases apparently common in "Auld Reekie" 
more than a century land a half ago. These mortality rolls 
were published monthly in the old Scots Magazine, a volume 

of which is in the possession of the writer, and it was only by 
stiLi-chin" ancient dictionaries that the exact nature of some 

of the strange complaints responsible for the death of worthy 
North Britons could be ascertained. " 

Chincongh 
" 

ligurcs 
in every return and seems to have been identical with our 

whooping-cough, while 
" 
tympany "?also a common com- 

l.int in^those davs?is defined with somewhat brutal coarse- 
ness as a ''flatulent distension of the belly." Inability to 
perceive a joke doubtless led the compiler of these monthly 
death statistics to include " Hanged?4 

" 
in his return for 

February 1746 The Jacobite cause was not then quite lost 
(the Magazine gives a capital, if guarded, account of the 
battle of Falkirk) and perhaps some stray Highlanders were 
the four victims thus carried off by hempen fever. 

,l Iliac" passion was another queer form of sickness with 
which our ancestors were familiar, if unknown now-a-days, 
and despite the romantic title was a form of colic. In 

several of the returns the cause of decease is not giveu but 

merely the remark "suddenly." 
The persons dying must 

have gone out 
" pliunk," as Archie Moncur, of Drumtochty, 

said of hard drinkers. To find Scotsmen dying from 
?? letharcv 

" is certainly unexpected, yet to that sicknessT 
n ,nrt of vis inertia'?about half a dozen deaths are attn- 

Vi.itpd An " imposthume" corresponds, we discovered,with 
nr. abscess but what was meant by blaming 

" Evil " for a 

pounle of deaths defied our efforts at elucidation. Had a 

"D " been placed in front of the word it might have been 

easier to comprehend. There appear to have been varieties 

of feverish complaints termed, respectively, common fever, 
scarlet malignant, spotted, and a quaint disease called 

"purples." This proved to be what medical practitioners of 
those times chose to describe as a " 

petachial 
" 

fever, that 

is one the symptoms of which took the very unpleasant form 
of purplish spots breaking out on the body of an unfortunate 
patient. Head complaints were also pretty rife and enjoyed 
most weird titles, such as 

" headmonldshot" and " horse- 
shoehead," both of which concerned the sutures of the brain 
in the case of very young children. While " 

grief 
" carried 

off three Caledonians, 
" mortification" claimed a much 

heavier toll, but by the latter term was probably meant 
what is now classed as blood-poisoning. "Rising of the 

lights 
" has a theatrical ring but must have been a crude 

way of diagnosing liver disease. "Tissick" for what we 

know as consumption is modern compared with the causes of 
death mentioned above, and in every one of the monthly 
mortality bills a few deaths are simply recorded as 

'* found 
dead," the canny Scot who prepared the statistics not 

caring to commit himself to a definite opinion in cases 

where doubt existed. To die " bed-ridden" must have 
been a painless mode of exit from a sinful world and 
decidedly preferable to losing life from "bursten and 
ruptures," as several poor wretches are shown as having 
done. Altogether, these ancient mortality bills are curious 
reading, and we trust the foregoing specimens given may 
have been found somewhat interesting as examples of how 
people in Edinburgh met their end in the past and the great 
change which has occurred in the nomenclature of disease 
as well as in its treatment. 

_ 
Yours, etc.. 
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. _ 
* ours, etc.. 

ARTHUR GORDON 
Shahjahanpur. 


